Group IV (Si, Ge, and Sn) Doped AgAlTe2 for Intermediate Band Solar Cell from First-principles Study
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ABSTRACT: Earlier studies of chalcopyrites as the absorber for intermediate band solar cells (IBSC) mainly focused on Cu-based compounds, whose intermediate band is usually empty due to its intrinsic $p$-type conductivity. This is not beneficial to the two sub-band gap absorptions. In this paper, we demonstrate that the intermediate bands in group IV (Si, Ge and Sn) doped AgAlTe$_2$ are delocalized and mainly contributed by the anti-bonding state of group-IV elements $s$ state and Te-$p$ state. Overall, we suggest that Sn-doped AgAlTe$_2$ should be a promising absorber candidate for IBSC based on the theoretical efficiency and defect stability.
1. Introduction

The thin-film photovoltaic materials have drawn world-wide attention since converting sunlight into electricity is one of the most promising approaches to solve the energy and environment issues[1]. Chalcopyrite-structure (like Cu(In,Ga)Se₂) and its cousin kesterite-structure (like Cu₂ZnSn(S,Se)₄) materials as the absorber for the solar cells have been widely studied[2-5]. Cu(In,Ga)Se₂ and Cu₂ZnSn(S,Se)₄ thin-film photovoltaic devices have achieved a record efficiency of 22.3%[4] and 12.6%[5] on a laboratory scale, respectively. However, a thermodynamic analysis by Shockley and Queisser[6] shows that the efficiency of photovoltaic energy conversion of a single band gap solar cell is fundamentally limited to 31.0% at 1 sun concentration because of the broad spectral distribution of solar radiation, limiting the development space of thin-film solar cells. In 1997, the intermediate band solar cell (IBSC) concept [7-9] was proposed to overcome this limit for single band gap solar cells by making use of below band gap photons through sequential absorption processes via an intermediate band (IB). Luque and Martí[7] predicted that the efficiency in the IBSC could increase significantly over the Shockley-Queisser limit to 46.8% at 1 sun and 63.2% at full concentration[10]. The ideal width of the band gap for the IBSCs are 2.40 eV and 1.93 eV at 1 sun and full concentration [11,12], respectively.
Chalcopyrite-structure Cu-based compounds with a suitable band gap (like CuGaS$_2$[13-25], CuAlSe$_2$[26], CuAlS$_2$[27] etc.) as the promising host materials for IBSC have been investigated both theoretically and experimentally. From the experiments, distinct sub-gap absorptions related to the IB have been observed from Fe[13], Cr[14], Ti[15], Ge[16], and Sn[17] doped CuGaS$_2$ samples. The IB positions have been obtained from the absorption spectra measurements. Theoretically, Aguilera et al. [18] have investigated the electronic structures and optical properties of Cu$_4$TiGa$_3$S$_8$ and Cu$_4$CrGa$_3$S$_8$ by the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) calculations. Tablero [19] has investigated group-IV (C, Si, Ge, and Sn) doped CuGaS$_2$ by the local-spin density approximation (LDA) calculations. Both of them found the half-filled IB in the band gap and the increased absorption coefficient at the visible light range in their studied materials. More recently, hybrid functional like HSE (i.e. Heyd, Scuseria and Ernzerhof) was used to investigate the electronic structure and optical property of the IB absorber[17, 20-23], expecting more accurate description for the electronic properties (such as band gap, position of IB etc.) than the traditional LDA or GGA calculations. In fact, Hashemi et al. [20] found that the earlier reported half-filled IB had turned to be a lower filled and a higher empty sub-bands in Ti-substituted CuGaS$_2$ after adopting HSE06 functional. Meanwhile, Han et al.[21] found that unfilled IB appeared in the band gap in Fe and Co doped CuGaS$_2$, and
Yang *et al.* [17] found that there is still a half-filled IB in Sn-doped CuGaS₂ from HSE functional calculations. They also pointed out that the transition metal with localized 3\textit{d} states might not be the best candidate to achieve high efficiently IB absorption in chalcopyrite compared to the group-IV element Sn with delocalized 5\textit{s} state. From the electron dispersion point of view, the group-IV elements (Si, Ge and Sn) are the promising dopant candidates for IBSC. In order to obtain IBs in the gap, a large doping concentration is needed. In addition to electronic structure and optical property investigations, the free energy of formation and the allowed chemical potential derived from the first-principles calculations have been used to evaluate the possibility of doping concentration theoretically. From the investigation on the free energy of formation of the materials, Palacios *et al.* [24] found that the substitution by Cr or Ti at Ga sites in CuGaS₂ is energetically unfavorable, indicating that preparation methods controlled by kinetics must be used to obtain large dopant concentrations. To avoid the formation of impurities containing the doping elements, Tablero *et al.* [25] found that some of the elements (*i.e.* Fe, Co, Ni, Pd, Rh, Ir, Si, Ge, and Sn) can be soluble in CuGaS₂ and are suggested as the possible dopant candidates. Of note, they did not calculate the specific defect formation energies to find out the suitable doping element in detail.

As an absorber for the solar cell, Ag-based compounds have been paid
much less attention than the Cu-based compounds. Some of the Ag-based compounds (like AgInSe2[28, 29], AgGaTe2[30,31], AgAlTe2[32], Ag2ZnSnSe4[33] etc.) have been reported for the applications on solar cells. On the other hand, Ag-based compounds have their unique properties with respect to the Cu-based compounds. Ag-based compounds generally have lower valence band position than Cu-based compounds [34, 35], implying that they are easier to be n-type[36]. For example, Yuan et al. [35] found from the first-principles study that the p-type defect Ag vacancy (VAg) in Ag2ZnSnS4 has much higher formation energy than Cu vacancy (VCu) in Cu2CdSnS4 and Cu2ZnSnS4. Experimentally, n-type conductivity has been reported in AgInSe2[29] and Ag2ZnSnSe4[33]. Owing to the half-filled property required for IBs[37,38], the p-type conductivity in Cu-based compounds may lead to empty IB and this is destructive to the half-filled character of IB. Therefore, from the type of conductivity point of view, Ag-based compounds with a proper band gap may be more suitable as the host materials for IBSC. In addition, Ag-based chalcopyrite-type nanoparticles can be synthesized easily under milder reaction conditions than those of Cu-based ones[39]. Although Cu is cheaper and more abundant than Ag, Ag is advantageous with respect to In and Ga based on earth abundance and cost[40]. The inclusion of Ag in the thin film would not impose a large increase on the eventual cost of the solar panels[40]. The
chalcopyrite AgAlTe$_2$ with a band gap of 2.27 eV[41] has been investigated as the absorber for solar cells[32, 41] and the photo-catalyst for water splitting[42]. Its band gap is close to the ideal width (2.4 eV) for IBSC at 1 sun concentration. Therefore, AgAlTe$_2$ can be regarded as a promising host material for IBSC.

In this paper, group IV (Si, Ge, and Sn) doped AgAlTe$_2$ as an absorber for IBSC has been investigated by the first-principles study based on the HSE hybrid functional. Our results reveal that the IBs are dominated by the antibonding state of group-IV elements s state and Te-p state, which are more delocalized than that from transition metal doped chalcopyrite compounds. Based on the bond length and atomic orbital energy, we have explained the sequence of IBs in (Si, Ge and Sn)-doped AgAlTe$_2$. We also discuss the theoretical efficiency according to the width of sub-band gaps and evaluated the difficulty of doping to a large concentration based on the calculated defect formation energy. Our results show that Sn-doping at Al site in AgAlTe$_2$ has low formation energy under Te-rich condition and can produce the desired sub-band gaps for IBSC.

2. Computational details

All calculations were carried out by the density functional approach in the VASP package[43] with plane wave basis to describe the valence states. To describe the interactions between the valence electrons (Ag:
The calculations were performed using the screened hybrid exchange–correlation functional [45] developed by Heyd, Scuseria and Ernzerhof. The cutoff energy for the plane wave basis is set to 400 eV for all the calculations. In order to determine the IB position in the band gap without correction, the percentage of the exact non-local Fock exchange is adjusted to 30% to meet the accurate band gap of AgAlTe$_2$ from the experiment [41]. Our calculated crystal parameters for intrinsic AgAlTe$_2$ are $a = b = 6.38$ Å, $c = 12.11$ Å, $c/2a = 0.95$, and $u = 0.27$, in line with the experimental observations [46] ($a = b = 6.30$ Å, $c = 11.83$ Å, $c/2a = 0.94$, and $u = 0.26$). For the calculations on systems containing defects, $\sqrt{2} \times \sqrt{2} \times 1$ supercells containing 32 atoms (doping concentration at 12.5%) and $2 \times 2 \times 1$ supercells containing 64 atoms (doping concentration at 6.25%) are adopted. For the calculation on defect formation energy, we used the supercells containing 64 atoms. All the atoms are fully relaxed throughout this work with the $\Gamma$-centered k-point mesh [47] of a reciprocal space discretization of $\sim 0.17$ Å$^{-1}$. After the structure relaxation, a denser $\Gamma$-centered k-mesh with a reciprocal space discretization of $\sim 0.25$ Å$^{-1}$ is used for the electronic structures and optical properties calculations.
3. Results and Discussions

Figure 1a and 1b show the total density of states (DOS) of the pure and (Si, Ge, and Sn)-doped AgAlTe$_2$ from 64-atoms supercells and 32-atoms supercells. We find that the DOSs of the valence and conduction bands do not show a significant change with and without doping. With Si, Ge, or Sn doped at Al site in AgAlTe$_2$, two series of additional peaks appear in the DOS. The first series of additional peaks (impurity peak I) are around the energy range from -8.5 to -7.2 eV on the sequence of Ge < Si < Sn. Another series of additional peaks (impurity peak II) are in the band gap, forming the IBs. The sequence of the IBs is Ge < Sn < Si. Since the two sub-gap absorptions are related to the position of the IB, it is important to understand the physics of the sequence, which has critical impact to the theoretical efficiencies of the doped systems.

The partials DOS(PDOS) of Si and Te in Si-doped AgAlTe$_2$ from 32-atoms supercell are shown in Figures 2a and 2b, from which we notice that the IB (i.e. the impurity peak II) mainly comes from the Si-$s$ and Te-$p$ states. In addition, the impurity peak I is also composed of Si-$s$ state and Te-$p$ state. To identify the bonding character of Si and Te, we have plotted their crystal orbital overlap populations (COOPs, see Figure 2c), which are computed using the Lobster program developed by Dronskowski and co-workers [48, 49]. The COOPs add the overlap dimension by showing the bonding (COOP > 0), non-bonding (COOP = 0)
or antibonding (COOP < 0) character of each electronic state over the system’s chemical bonds. Combining the COOPs and PDOS, we can understand that the impurity peak I at around -9 eV comes from the bonding state of Si-\textit{s} state and Te-\textit{p} state and the IB (i.e. impurity peak II) in the band gap comes from the antibonding state of Si-\textit{s} state and Te-\textit{p} state. The wave function square (see figure 3a) of the IB in Si-doped AgAlTe\textsubscript{2} also shows the anti-bonding character, consistent with the bonding analysis from COOPs.

Figure 1. (Colour online) The total density of states of pure and (Si, Ge, and Sn)-doped AgAlTe\textsubscript{2} from 64-atoms supercells(a) and 32-atoms supercells(b). The average potentials of host elements far away from the dopant are used to align the DOS. The valence band maximum of the pure AgAlTe\textsubscript{2} is set to zero.
Figure 2. (Colour online) The partial density of state of Si(a) and Te(b) and the COOP(c) between Si-\(s\) and Te-\(p\) in Si-doped AgAlTe\(_2\). The Fermi energy level is set to zero.

Figure 3. (Colour online) The wave function square of the IB in Si-doped AgAlTe\(_2\). The densities are at 0.002 e/\(\text{Å}^3\)(a) and 0.001 e/\(\text{Å}^3\)(b), respectively.
For Ge and Sn-doped AgAlTe$_2$, the PDOS and bonding characters are similar with those of Si-doped AgAlTe$_2$. The atomic orbital energies [50] of Si-$3s$, Ge-$4s$ and Sn-$5s$ are -10.83, -11.61 and -10.05 eV, respectively. So the sequence of the energies of the outside $s$-electrons is Ge < Si < Sn, which is displayed in the left of Figure 4. The atomic orbital energy[50] of Te-$5p$ is -6.17 eV, which is presented in the right of Figure 4. Beside the atomic orbital energy, the interactions between group-IV elements and Te are also influenced by the bond lengths. The calculated bond lengths of Si-Te, Ge-Te and Sn-Te in doped 32-atoms supercells are 2.67, 2.73 and 2.90 Å, respectively. Figure 4 shows the schematic diagram of the bonding/anti-bonding interactions between group-IV elements and Te in (Si, Ge, and Sn)-doped AgAlTe$_2$. Based on the atomic orbital energies and bond lengths, we can understand the sequence of the impurity peaks appeared in the DOS (Figure 1). Since Sn-$s$ state has the highest atomic orbital energy and longest bond length, the bonding state of Sn-$s$ and Te-$p$ is at the highest position among all bonding states. Owing the shortest bond length of Si and Te and the mediate atomic orbital energy of Si-$s$ state, the antibonding state of Si-$s$ and Te-$p$ is pushed to the highest position among all anti-bonding states. Due to the lowest atomic orbital energy of Ge-$s$ and the mediate bond length of Ge and Te, the bonding/antibonding states of Ge-$s$ and Te-$p$ still stay at the lowest positions among the all bonding/anti-bonding states. Owing the IB
positions related to the sub-band gap absorption, the bonding analysis can provide a way to find a suitable dopant for the absorber of IBSC.

Figure 4. (Colour online) The schematic diagram of the bonding/anti-bonding interactions of group-IV elements and Te in (Si, Ge and Sn)-doped AgAlTe$_2$.

When the doping concentration increases in AgAlTe$_2$, the original band gap and the width of the IB are expected to change correspondingly. We have calculated the band offsets among the pure and doped systems with different dopants for two different concentrations. The band offset was calculated with the conventional approach [51], i.e., aligned by the average potentials of host elements far away from the dopant. Figure 5 presents the band offsets and schematic band structures for pure AgAlTe$_2$ and (Si, Ge and Sn)-doped AgAlTe$_2$ at two different doping concentrations. The width of the band gaps and the IBs are listed in Table 1. The original band gaps and the band edge positions are slightly influenced by doping. As expected, the width of the IBs broadens with the
increase of doping concentration. The width of the IBs increases from ~0.27-0.29 eV at the 6.25% doping concentration to ~0.75-0.78 eV at 12.5%, which are wider than those of the impurity bands from the transition metals doped chalcopyrite compounds (like CuGaS$_2$:Ti[20], CuGaS$_2$:Fe[22], CuAlSe$_2$:Ti[26] etc.) at the corresponding doping concentrations. The delocalized characters (see figure 3b) of the IBs in (Si, Ge and Sn)-doped AgAlTe$_2$ are originally from the group-IV s states and Te $p$ states. Owing to the delocalized electronic structure of IBs, the generated carriers can transport freely and then overcome the non-radiative recombination[38, 52]. In addition, the impurity bands in transition metal doped chalcopyrite compounds are fully-filled or empty from previous HSE calculations[20, 21], which cannot serve the two-step jumping of an electron. The half-filled and delocalized properties of the IB of (Si, Ge and Sn)-doped AgAlTe$_2$ make them as the promising candidates for IBSC. Moreover, AgAlTe$_2$ is easier to maintain the Fermi level at $n$-type region to keep the IB half-filled than Cu-based chalcopyrite compounds.
Figure 5. (Colour online) The band offsets and schematic band structures for pure AgAlTe$_2$ and group IV (Si, Ge and Sn) doped AgAlTe$_2$ at concentrations of 6.25% and 12.5%. The red lines in the IBs stand for the calculated Fermi level.

Table 1. The widths of band gap, sub-gap and IB (in eV), as well as the theoretical efficiency at 1 sun concentration in pure AgAlTe$_2$ and (Si, Ge and Sn)-doped AgAlTe$_2$ at doping concentrations of 6.25% and 12.5%.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Systems</th>
<th>Band gap</th>
<th>Sub-gap1 (VBM-Fermi)</th>
<th>Sub-gap2 (Fermi-CBM)</th>
<th>Width of IB</th>
<th>Theoretical efficiency at 1 sun concentration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pure-AgAlTe$_2$</td>
<td>2.27</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Si (12.5%)</td>
<td>2.39</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Si (6.25%)</td>
<td>2.38</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>39%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ge (12.5%)</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ge (6.25%)</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sn (12.5%)</td>
<td>2.24</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sn (6.25%)</td>
<td>2.29</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>41%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 6. (Colour online) The absorption coefficient of pure AgAlTe$_2$ and (Si, Ge and Sn)-doped AgAlTe$_2$ with two different concentrations. The reference air-mass 1.5-solar spectral irradiance is plotted in yellow.

Figure 6 presents the absorption coefficient of pure AgAlTe$_2$ and (Si, Ge and Sn)-doped AgAlTe$_2$ at doping concentrations of 6.25% and 12.5%. Obviously, the capabilities of light absorption have been enhanced for the doped systems under the solar radiation spectrum by the sub-band gap absorption. With the doping concentration increases from 6.25% to 12.5%, the absorption coefficient is also improved. Based on the width of the band gap and the sub-band gap listed in Table 1, we estimate the theoretical efficiency at 1 sun concentration of each our studied materials. Owing to the similar width of the two sub-band gaps (for example, 1.19
and 1.14 eV for Ge doping at 6.25% concentration), Ge-doped AgAlTe$_2$ has the lowest theoretical efficiency among the (Si, Ge, and Sn)-doped AgAlTe$_2$. For Si and Sn doped AgAlTe$_2$, the theoretical efficiency at 1 sun concentration can increase to \(~40\%\) owing to the appropriate sub-band gaps. Especially for Sn doping at 12.5% concentration, the theoretical efficiency can reach up to 45%, which is close to the maximum theoretical efficiency (46.8%) of an absorber with one IB at 1 sun concentration [10].

Figure 7. The allowed chemical potential ranges (white area in the triangle) for a stable AgAlTe$_2$ with consideration of competing compounds. Points A, B, C, D and E represent five extreme conditions considered in this work.
In order to obtain an IB other than impurity level in the doped systems, the samples generally need to contain dopants with a large concentration. To evaluate the possibility to reach a large concentration of group IV dopants in AgAlTe$_2$, we have calculated the defect formation energy [53] according to:

\[
\Delta E(D^0) = E(D^0) - E(0) + \sum \alpha n_\alpha (\Delta \mu_\alpha + \mu_{\text{solid}}^\alpha)
\]

where $E(D^0)$ and $E(0)$ are the total energies of the supercells with and without defects. Here $(\Delta \mu_\alpha^+ + \mu_{\text{solid}}^\alpha)$ is the absolute value of the chemical potential of atom $\alpha$. $\mu_{\text{solid}}^\alpha$ is defined as the chemical potential of the elemental solid. Also $n_\alpha$ is the number of atoms related to the defect; $n_\alpha = -1$ if an atom is added, while $n_\alpha = 1$ if an atom is removed.

The chemical potentials of each constituent species $(\Delta \mu_\alpha)$ can be varied to reflect specific equilibrium growth conditions, but their summation is always equal to the calculated formation enthalpy of AgAlTe$_2$ in order to maintain the stability of the host:

\[
\Delta \mu_{\text{Ag}} + \Delta \mu_{\text{Al}} + 2\Delta \mu_{\text{Te}} = \Delta H(\text{AgAlTe}_2) = -2.06 \text{ eV} \quad (2).
\]

In addition to the host stability condition, the atomic chemical potentials should be smaller than that of the corresponding elemental solid in order to avoid precipitation of elemental solids:

\[
\Delta \mu_{\text{Ag}} \leq 0, \Delta \mu_{\text{Al}} \leq 0, \Delta \mu_{\text{Te}} \leq 0 \quad (3).
\]

The chemical potentials are further restricted by the competing compounds. These crucial constraints are listed as the following:
\[2\Delta \mu_{\text{Al}} + 3\Delta \mu_{\text{Te}} \leq \Delta H(\text{Al}_2\text{Te}_3) = -2.96 \text{ eV} \quad (4).\]

\[2\Delta \mu_{\text{Ag}} + \Delta \mu_{\text{Te}} \leq \Delta H(\text{Ag}_2\text{Te}) = -0.56 \text{ eV} \quad (5).\]

Figure 7 shows the calculated chemical potential domains for AgAlTe\textsubscript{2}. From the constraints imposed by the competing compounds, the white areas in the triangle are the allowed chemical potential ranges for AgAlTe\textsubscript{2}. Within this boundary, we explicitly consider five extreme growth conditions. The detailed values of the chemical potentials of Ag, Al and Te under different growth conditions are shown in figure 7. The maximum allowed values of the chemical potentials for Si, Ge and Sn are used for the defect formation calculations, with the following constrains:

\[2\Delta \mu_{\text{Si}} + 3\Delta \mu_{\text{Te}} \leq \Delta H(\text{Si}_2\text{Te}_3) = -0.80 \text{ eV}, \Delta \mu_{\text{Ge}} + \Delta \mu_{\text{Te}} \leq \Delta H(\text{GeTe}) = -0.20 \text{ eV}, \Delta \mu_{\text{Sn}} + \Delta \mu_{\text{Te}} \leq \Delta H(\text{SnTe}) = -0.15 \text{ eV}.\]

Here the experimental data of the formation enthalpies of Si\textsubscript{2}Te\textsubscript{3}[54], GeTe[55] and SnTe[56] are adopted.

![Figure 8. (Colour online) The formation energies of Si, Ge and Sn substituting at Al site in AgAlTe\textsubscript{2} as a function of the chemical potential at points A, B, C, D and E shown in Fig. 7.](image-url)
Figure 8 shows the formation energies of Si, Ge and Sn substituting at Al site in AgAlTe$_2$ under various chemical potential conditions. We find that Sn doping always has the lowest formation energy compared to Si and Ge doping and can reach to 0.24 eV under C point (i.e. Te-rich condition), which implies that Sn$_{Al}$ can reach to a large doping concentration. Using the Boltzmann distribution law and assuming the growth temperature T of 1000K [32], the Sn$_{Al}$ doping concentration can reach to $\sim$6% under Te-rich condition. As we mentioned before, our calculated defect formation energies are based on using the elemental solid as the dopant source under equilibrium condition. By using other dopant sources [57] (like SiH$_4$, GeH$_4$ etc.) and the non-equilibrium growth method [58], the doping concentration may further increase in Si or Ge doped AgAlTe$_2$ to break up the limit of the equilibrium doping. These methods can also be utilized to achieve a large Sn doping concentration. Combining the theoretical efficiency and defect formation energy, we suggest that Sn doped AgAlTe$_2$ can realize a large doping concentration easily and possess a desired theoretical efficiency, which should be a promising absorber candidate for IBSC.

4. Conclusion

In summary, we have studied the (Si, Ge and Sn)-doped AgAlTe$_2$ as an absorber for IBSC by the HSE hybrid functional calculation. Our results
indicate that all the studied dopants can induce a delocalized IB in AgAlTe$_2$, dominated by the anti-bonding state of group-IV element $s$ and Te-$p$ states. The energy sequence of the IB positions in the band gap is Ge $<$ Sn $<$ Si, which can be explained by the bond lengths and atomic orbital energies. Based on the width of the sub-band gap and the defect formation energy, we have evaluated the theoretical efficiency and the possibility of doping with a large concentration. The results suggested that Sn-doped AgAlTe$_2$ can achieve a high theoretical efficiency and realize a large doping concentration, which is regarded as a promising absorber for IBSC.
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